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Abstract This paper uses the framework of Formal Darwinism (FD) to evaluate

organism-centric critiques of the Modern Synthesis (MS). The first section argues

that the FD project reconciles two kinds of selective explanations in biology. Thus it

is not correct to say that the MS neglects organisms—instead, it explains organisms’

design, as argued in the second section. In the third section I employ a concept of

the organism derived from Kant that has two aspects: the parts presupposing the

whole, and the productivity of the parts in relation to the whole. The first aspect

corresponds to the ‘‘design’’ that FD explains, whereas the second aspect is

something about which the MS is largely silent.

Keywords Natural selection � Optimization � Organism � Constraints �
Design � Modern synthesis

In the Modern Synthesis (MS), population genetics is the heart of our knowledge of

the process of evolution by natural selection. However some biologists, e.g. in

behavioral ecology, set aside genetic details and explain traits and behaviors in

terms of how they equip organisms to answer environmental demands, implicitly

assuming that such phenotypes will result from the gene frequency changes brought

about by natural selection. In the target paper, Grafen emphasizes that the Formal

Darwinism project (FD) aims to justify this assumption—called the ‘‘phenotypic

gambit’’—as it is not trivially derivable from population genetics.

The ‘‘phenotypic gambit’’ bridges the gap between the genetic foundations of the

evolutionary process and the standard adaptationist method that biologists since
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Darwin have used to explain the evolution of organismic traits. However, over the

two past decades many biologists have criticized the MS for neglecting organisms

and focusing too much on genes (Bateson 2005; West-Eberhard 2003; Walsh 2006;

Carroll 2005; Pigliucci and Muller 2010); an earlier version of this criticism was

originally brought by Mayr against the population genetic work of Fisher and

Haldane (Mayr 1959). A justification of the phenotypic gambit would allow one to

assess this purported insufficiency by clarifying the relation between population

genetics and the organismic viewpoint. That is the aim of this commentary.

Formal Darwinism, the modern synthesis, and explanatory pluralism

The core of the MS was expressed as follows by Huxley: ‘‘natural selection, acting

on the heritable variation provided by the mutations and recombination of a

Mendelian genetic constitution, is the main agency of biological evolution’’ (letter

to Mayr 1951). Though defenders of the MS have differed in the strength of their

commitment to the ‘gene’s eye viewpoint’, with Fisher’s being the strongest, most

have agreed that population genetics constitutes the ‘hard science’ of evolution by

natural selection.

The current challenges to the MS based on its treatment of organisms are

manifold (Huneman 2010). The first kind of criticism is a charge of explanatory

insufficiency. Some argue that, because MS only considers the level of genes, it

cannot understand the making of organisms and thus organisms themselves. It treats

organisms as ‘‘a bundle of adaptations’’ (Huxley 1942), whereas many develop-

mental biologists would argue that the Bauplan of organisms cannot be understood

on this basis. As Burian (2005) writes, ‘‘the disagreements [between developmen-

talists and geneticists] were based in part on the absolute inability of geneticists to

show how genes could account for the Bauplan of an organism’’ (p. 220). This line

of argument is related to the critique of the MS made by proponents of

‘developmental systems theory’ (DST), e.g. Oyama et al. (2001). Another critique

(e.g. West-Eberhardt 2003; Walsh 2006) argues that MS yields a level of

understanding which is not fundamental enough, and which in some sense

presupposes organisms and their activity; it merely captures traces of such activity

as sediments left in the dynamics of alleles, but does not reach its foundation,

namely the ‘‘phenotypic plasticity’’ through which organisms cope with their

environment.

Challenges to MS differ regarding the target of their critique. MS treats

population genetics as the core of evolution by natural selection, hence it accords

genes a strong causal role in evolution. Both West-Eberhardt’s challenge and the

challenge from DST criticizes the focus on individual alleles as substrates of the

process of evolution; this extends Mayr’s critique of ‘‘beanbag genetics’’ and

Wright’s view that cohesive sets of genes are the actual units of selection, but their

empirical foundations are different, since they rest on recent molecular and

developmental biology. On the other hand, the models of niche-construction

theorists (e.g. Odling-Smee et al. 2003) are often population genetics models (they

consider the dynamics of niche-constructing genes), but they reject the externalism
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of the MS (i.e. the fact that in MS traits are externally explained by environments

through natural selection); instead, they emphasize the organismal interactions that

co-constitute the environment.

To summarize, critiques of the MS are fourfold. (a)—they can target the

externalism of MS, or they can criticize its gene-centrism; and, (b) they can criticize

either its explanatory insufficiency regarding organisms or its explanatory lack of

foundations. Many critiques mix these categories.

Against this background, Grafen’s FD project offers the hope of a pluralist

framework within which seemingly exclusive explanatory approaches (namely

optimization and dynamics) may coexist. Crucially, alleles and organisms are not here

contrasted as distinct targets of selection, but rather as underlying specific kinds of

selective explanation. From the optimizing perspective, behavioral ecology explains the

complex adaptations of organisms, such as vertebrate eyes or the foraging behavior of

bees; and in paleontology, ‘reverse engineering’ explains many morphological traits as

answers to reconstructed environmental demands faced by organisms. Such approaches

concur with the vernacular vision of selection as ‘fitting’ organisms to environments,

hence optimizing their traits. From the dynamical perspective, population genetics

describes natural selection as a process of differential replication driven by the relative

fitnesses of different alleles, leading to changes in a population’s genetic composition.

While behavioral ecologists take for granted that selection optimizes traits by

maximizing fitness, population geneticists—as explained in the target paper—have

pointed out many instances where the genetic architecture prevents fitness optimization,

such as frequency-dependence or heterozygote superiority. As a consequence, for them

optimization cannot be the norm.

The general idea behind Grafen’s project is that to each population genetics

model, since it satisfies the Price equation—an a priori mathematical truth—one can

associate an ‘‘optimization program’’ as another way of describing the system. The

Price equation describes the evolutionary change in a population in terms of the

covariance between individuals’ genetic value and their relative fitness (ignoring

transmission bias). It is a general expression of gene frequency dynamics, and

leaves the relationship between phenotype and genotype unspecified. Considering

phenotypes as alternative strategies that individuals can ‘choose’, Grafen constructs

an optimization programme that is solved when individuals choose the strategy that

maximizes their ‘objective function’. Grafen then establishes logical links between

the Price equation and the optimization programme, when the objective function is

suitably chosen.

Importantly, the optimization program can be written on the basis of quantities

that appear in the Price equation, rather than being imported from an independently

existing evolutionary framework. Therefore the FD project is immune to general

critiques concerning the use of rational choice theory in biology, for instance that it

leads to false predictions about the evolution of cooperation (Sober 1998; Skyrms

1995).

Grafen’s argument consists in expressing the whole population as one or several

‘‘implicit decision takers’’ choosing between strategies (Grafen 2002), i.e. an idealized

organism choosing its phenotype. This allows an explicit mathematical link to be made

between the Price equation and the objective function that the implicit decision
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taker(s) are trying to optimize. Fixation of alleles according to the Price equation will

ipso facto yield the maximization of the function. When the objective function is

maximized by all individuals, there is no variation in fitness in the population, and it

follows from the Price equation that the intergenerational difference in gene frequency

becomes null. In other words, in the objective function’s construction, the implicit

decision-taker chooses a strategy, as the maximizing one, which corresponds to the

phenotypic values produced by selection according to the Price equation. This

fundamental correspondence between fitness differences in population genetics and

variation in the domain of the objective function leads to the four selection-optimality

links stated in the target paper. Thus, population genetics formally vindicates a view of

individual organisms as agents that attempt to maximize their ‘fitness’ (Grafen 1999 or

‘inclusive fitness’ in social contexts, cf. Grafen 2006).

Given that we know a priori that natural selection on genes will in principle

produce a specific maximizing trend in organisms, whenever we have a Mendelian

population we can make predictions about organisms even when ignoring their

genetic make-up. Reciprocally, from an assumption about organismic optimization,

the FD isomorphism entitles one to expect a corresponding dynamical process at the

level of the alleles. Consequently, the phenotypic gambit is justified not as an

empirical claim, but as a default assumption. FD thus demonstrates that a trend

toward optimality is built into the process of selection. Regarding adaptationism, it

justifies the claim that the adaptations we observe—traits that are good answers to

environmental demands—can be explained in terms of natural selection. If FD’s basic

assumptions were rarely satisfied, adaptation would be less common. Hence the target

paper’s claim that FD aims to ‘‘defend a carefully delineated version of adaptation-

ism, against a variety of mathematical and other objections to it, particularly because

many important areas of biology rely on adaptationism’’. From this principled (though

not empirical) link between selection and optimization, I now address the notion of

design, and then turn to the organism-centric critiques of the MS.

Explicating design, answering organismic challenges

For Darwin, a reader of Paley and of natural theology in general, ‘‘design’’ was a

key concept; his detailed naturalistic observations suggested that organisms have a

unity of purpose, to be explained by natural selection. FD explicates this via the

isomorphism between selection and optimization, which leads to Grafen say that his

project ‘‘articulates Darwin’s central argument in The Origin’’, and ‘‘the central

arguments of later additions to Darwinism, as they relate to design.’’ (p. 14, my

emphasis).

Design usually refers both to a conception (‘‘X has been designed by…’’), and to

an orderly structure (‘‘the design of X’’). That organisms are designed means that

their parts seem contrived to act together for a common purpose—e.g. the ‘‘various

contrivances’’ by which orchids manage to get fertilized (Darwin 1862). Manifest

design traditionally triggered ‘‘arguments from design’’ that link design and

randomness: e.g. a watch cannot be there by chance, a designer must have made it.

There have been a few attempts to use the formal definitions of randomness and
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complexity to display the connection between ‘‘orderly structure’’ and ‘‘having been

designed’’. From a computational point of view, the complexity of a sequence of

digits is the length of the smallest algorithm able to produce it. According to

Chaitin’s notion of randomness, if a sequence is random then no algorithm smaller

than itself can produce it (Chaitin 1970). This entails that no digit in the sequence

gives any information about the next (‘statistical unpredictability’). Clearly, an

organism is not random in this sense: one can infer some parts from the knowledge

of others (e.g. Cuvier’s (1812) paleontological reconstructions of an organism on

the basis of one tooth). Their design, in the sense of an orderly structure, cannot be

the result of a random selection of parts. Therefore, organisms result from some sort

of algorithm, which explains their apparent design (cf. Dennett 1995). The

isomorphism between natural selection and optimization that Grafen establishes

suggests that the dynamics of natural selection will tend to produce organisms that

appear as if they have been designed. Moreover, as maximizing agents, the

organisms will appear as integrated wholes, with parts that are optimized to promote

the welfare of the whole organism, because overall welfare would be lower if the

parts were not so contrived. This reasoning applies even if there are trade-offs

between survival and reproductive components of fitness. One example of such

trade-offs are cotton plant branches (Endler 1986). These branches are very fragile

and thin, which seems detrimental to the tree design. Yet they actually improve the

number of offspring by enhancing seed dispersal (less fragile branches of variant

cotton plants break less easily and therefore retain their seeds). Here, the

reproduction component of fitness dominates, leading to a trait which is fitness-

enhancing despite imposing a survival cost on the organism. Components of

inclusive fitness (i.e. indirect vs. direct fitness) may equally impose trade-offs,

leading to apparent lack of design if these components are considered singly.

In sum, natural selection yields a tendency towards design, though trade-offs may

impose a limit on this tendency; moreover, showing, as Grafen does, that organisms

are designed to maximize their inclusive fitness, implies that they will in principle

tend to act as purposive, integrated wholes. Because it accounts for the apparent

design in nature, FD thus demonstrates that the MS theory of evolution is not guilty

of ‘leaving out organisms’. By establishing that in principle, selectionist explanation

can be phrased in terms of organisms executing optimizing programs FD serves to

rebut the critique that the MS leaves no room for organisms in its explanatory

apparatus.

Gould and Lewontin (1978) (hereafter G&L) argued that atomizing organisms

into traits assumed to be individually optimized by selection could at most explain

particular adaptations, but could not explain contrivances between parts. By

pursuing Darwin’s intuitions about the link between adaptations and contrivances,

Grafen’s FD project establishes that such contrivances can be explained, just as the

trait/environment fit can, because selection tends to produce integrated wholes with

apparent purpose. Since the FD links hold even in cases where there exist conflicts

between components of fitness, the resulting design need not always appear optimal;

but still, a tendency towards optimal design is a legitimate default assumption.
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Two-faceted organisms: the limits of FD

The notion of ‘‘constraints’’ that G&L advocate does not just refer to trade-offs

between different traits, but also to constraints that limit the production of variants

upon which selection acts. A developmental constraint may make some variants

impossible, which can then explain why the optimum may not be reached (i.e. all

possible variants are suboptimal). According to current evo-devo authors (e.g.

Müller and Newman 2005), in many clades common principles of variation

frequently constrain the basic materials upon which selection can act, giving rise to

what G&L called the Bauplan.

In FD, the ‘‘strategy set’’ for the optimization problem is taken as given and

determined exogenously, which reflects the fact that the generation of variation

stands outside selection. Thus, while FD accounts for contrivances, i.e. organismic

design, the constraints that make these contrivances less optimal than they could be

stand beyond the scope of FD. The principled link between selective gene frequency

change and optimization enables one to investigate the empirical conditions for

which optimization fails. As Grafen writes: ‘‘this opens the possibility, not yet

pursued, of using formal means to classify the exceptional cases in which fitness-

maximization does not occur’’ (p. 12). In the following, I sketch an informal

argument showing that these limitations may stem from an aspect of organismality

that goes unaccounted for by the MS.

Since many organism-centric critiques of the MS stem from developmental

biology, Kant’s philosophical characterization of an organism is a useful starting

point, as it is shared by those nineteenth century developmentalists (e.g. von Baer,

Gegenbaur, Owen) who have influenced recent theorizing about development (cf.

Gilbert and Sarkar 2000). According to Kant, in our experience of organisms the ‘‘idea

of a whole’’ is present as a ‘‘principle of knowledge’’ (Kant 1987, §65). It is not a

principle for making organisms (otherwise we would be committed to the idea of a

divine designer) but rather the very condition of our understanding of organs and traits

as parts of a single organism (§77, 408). Kant’s concept of an organism involves two

criteria (§65, 373):

1. a design criterion, stating that each part has to be understood in relation to the

whole. This captures an idea of design instantiated by both organisms and

complex artifacts, as sets of contrivances that make a system functional;

2. an epigeneticity criterion, distinguishing organisms from artifacts because the

make-up of their parts is not achieved by some external agent in possession of a

blueprint, but built by the parts themselves. Thus the epigeneticity criterion

emphasizes that organisms are entities constantly producing themselves during

embryogenesis and through their normal functioning, in a causally circular way:

‘‘organized beings are beings that self-organize’’ (§65, 374).

Interestingly, Kant’s epigeneticity criterion fits many empirical findings that are

emphasized by the organism-centric challenges to MS. Cells indeed produce cells

by themselves; by doing so, they produce and sustain the organism. As well as

executing rigid genetic instructions, cells react to signals from the environment and

from other cells. Such processes involve many epigenetic layers: the cytoplasmic
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environment of the nucleus involved in the regulation of its expression, the

neighboring cells, or the extracellular matrix in certain embryological tissues. This

famously challenges the idea that genes alone drive ontogeny. Moreover, genes’

activation states result from their cellular and intracellular environments, e.g. the

methylation state of a gene depends on the environment and is inherited by the

daughter cell after mitosis (Jablonka and Lamb 2005). At another level, the

translation of genes into proteins does not fully account for protein functionality,

since other factors (physico-chemical components of the physiological medium) are

involved in the three-dimensional folding of proteins. In return, three-dimensional

proteins themselves influence the activation and regulation of the genome. Thus, an

organism seems to be continuously producing itself through causal loops between

DNA and epigenetic intra- and extra-cellular environments, in accordance with

Kant’s epigeneticity criterion.

Moreover, the presence of these causal loops intertwining genomes, cells, and

organisms impacts on the mechanisms for the production of variation, making the

latter irreducible to mere genetic mutation and recombination—contra one of the

core claims of the MS (cf. Huxley’s quote above). For instance, the robustness of

gene regulation networks reduces the set of possible phenotypes based on

combining allelic variants (Wagner and Wright 2007). Similarly, many other

biological processes falling under the ‘epigeneticity criterion’, as understood above,

will constrain the production of heritable variation. The causal dependencies

between parts, which constitute the organism’s design, are highly constrained by the

ways in which these parts have to behave in order to produce one another. Any

entity satisfying the epigeneticity criterion will be such that the production of its

design through natural selection depends upon variation-producing mechanisms that

may restrain the ‘‘strategy set’’ assumed by the optimization perspective. The extent

of such biases and constraints is a purely empirical issue.

If we accept Kant’s twofold concept of an organism, this puts the organism-centric

critiques of the MS into a new perspective. Grafen’s FD results show that the MS

satisfactorily accounts for the design dimension, but the epigeneticity dimension, i.e.

the organism as self-organizing entity, is left aside. Often, critiques pushing for a

‘return to organisms’ are concerned with this latter dimension, and are therefore

talking past MS authors, who mostly consider design. However, since the two

dimensions are not entirely independent, self-organization may impinge on evolution.

In such cases, we can explicitly characterize the reasons for the failure of optimization.

Conclusion

Formal Darwinism and the explanatory pluralism to which it leads, shows that the

MS can indeed account for important features of organisms. This is because the

dynamic of allele frequencies exactly translates into a designing process, as Grafen

shows. And—to answer another strand of organism-centric critiques of the MS—

since this dynamic can legitimately be phrased in terms of organisms choosing

strategies, it is also incorrect to claim that MS is somehow epiphenomenal,

assuming something about organisms in order to state a gene-centric view of
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evolution, which would then provide a mere shadow of actual evolution. However

this only addresses Kant’s first requisite, the ‘design criterion’, i.e. the idea that an

organism’s parts must be understood by reference to the whole. Yet Kant’s second

requisite, the ‘epigeneticity criterion’, is left out. In modern terms, this refers to the

complex causal interactions between genomes, cells, organisms and their environ-

ments, which can result in constraints on the production of variation that may

partially explain the suboptimality of organisms. Therefore, objections to the MS

based on developmental theory or current molecular biology, to the effect that the

MS cannot explain the Bauplan or the design of organisms, are only legitimate if

their focus is on the epigeneticity criterion. More precisely, these objections are

only valid if the constraints on the production of variation, that arise from the

complex causal interactions that modern biology has discovered, are substantial.

Whether and to what extent this is actually the case is an empirical matter.
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